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It is the Bronnie’s 16th birthday! In this birthday month something happened that made me realise yet ag

You see, what happened is something that happens often. An avid Bronnie reader died. She has b

Of course I couldn’t help casting my mind back to all the other people we had lost along the 16 yea

Harv Eker, the business coach known for his theories on wealth and motivation, says that the busin

Whatever your talents are, you can only build a business based on them if you stop focussing on y

What motivates us even deeper than pain or pleasure is a sense of fulfilment, of pride that what w

So, look for a problem people have that you can solve. Look for just one problem. Create a way to

“If you want to make money, then help a person. If you want to make a lot of money, then help a lot of p

However, you needatto look

a problem so that you can
in find a solution. That means
the pro

What does this mean? Care, but don’t get sucked up into the situation? I read about an experimen

Half of the owners were asked to shout the word ‘help’ every 15 seconds in a distressed tone, and
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Three small magnets secured the Plexiglas, so the dogs could easily open the door to get to their o

They showed very clear signs of distress, such as panting and pacing, which imply that these dogs

The idea is that if you can see that someone else is in distress but it doesn’t overwhelmingly stress

So, stop the panting and pacing. When you see things that break your heart, girlfriend, things that m
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